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The Kingdom is at hand; therefore accessing it from earth is by Kingdom design. Being
and bringing the "Kingdom on earth as it is in heaven", is the responsibility of those who
have ears to hear. We are not of this world - we are foreigners and strangers here. We are
spirits who happen to be housed in a temporary body on a planet called earth. We are
here on assignment, yet must break humanity's hold to venture beyond the 'known' realm.
What is seen (with natural eyes) is temporary; what is unseen (with natural eyes) is
eternal. Getting beyond natural understanding is to enter the heavenly realm where our
earthly assignments are given.
To enter this realm is to develop friendship with the Father - a place of trust and true
intimate relationship. Legislative authority can only come from the government of God - the
Kingdom is His desired Government "on earth as it is in heaven". Are you an appointed
legislator to bring heaven's government to earth? Don't let any man or religion talk you out
of it!
I have taken this journey, and have a testimony of its existence. My life will never ever be
the same, as my assignment is to share with others who have similar designed destinies.
2015 is igniting a lighted path to the portals of His presence – into the heavenlies. For
those who have ears to hear, let them enter the Kingdom of heaven that their earthly
destiny begin.
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